Introduction
DNA replication is a fundamental biological process involving numerous enzymes that help to ensure the maintenance of genomic integrity. 1 DNA polymerase enzymes are key components of this cellular replication machinery. Their primary function is to selectively incorporate correct nucleotide [i.e., a dNTP (where N ¼ A, T, C or G), 2 0 -deoxyribonucleoside 5 0 -triphosphate] to pair with the template base in accordance with Watson-Crick DNA base pairing rules (i.e., A opposite T or G opposite C). 2 The ability of polymerases to incorporate the correct nucleotide opposite template DNA bases determines their synthesis fidelity. 3 Depending on the polymerase and the DNA context, this ability can range from one incorrect insertion per almost every attempt (e.g., pol X) 4 to B1 error in every 10 6 to 10 7 insertion events (e.g., pol e). 5 DNA polymerase malfunction is implicated in several cancers and neurological disorders. [6] [7] [8] Therefore, understanding the fundamental principles that underlie selective nucleotide incorporation by DNA polymerases is medically important. The mechanistic insights into DNA polymerase mechanisms may open avenues for the rational drug design against several human cancers and other diseases associated with the genesis of DNA mutations and uncontrolled replication. 9, 10 During the process of nucleotide selection/incorporation, DNA polymerases undergo large-scale and long-time conformational changes that are thought to provide a mechanism for checking for correct base pairing. The dynamical transitions of DNA polymerases between functionally important conformations may play a crucial role in determining their fidelity. 11 Therefore, understanding polymerase dynamics can yield important insights into the process of nucleotide incorporation. Solving this challenging, medicallyrelevant problem requires a combination of theory, simulation, and experiment. Theory and simulation can provide an atomically detailed picture of both the thermodynamics and kinetics of conformational changes, and experiment can provide detailed structural information and macroscopic kinetics data. However, despite several experimental and theoretical efforts, the underlying principles that govern the nucleotide selection mechanism of DNA polymerases are not well understood. Static crystal structures of DNA polymerases have provided excellent starting points to begin understanding polymerase architecture in a detailed manner, but lack dynamical information crucial for understanding the polymerase mechanisms. 12, 13 Similarly, experimental kinetic studies that probe mechanistic questions of polymerase mechanisms provide reaction rate data but no information on the corresponding structural evolution. [14] [15] [16] Computer simulations can bridge this gap and help relate kinetic data from experiments to functionally important structural changes that occur during the molecular recognition event. 17, 18 Rapid increases in the availability of computer power and algorithmic advances have made possible increasingly longer simulations of large biomolecules in atomic details. 17, 19, 20 Thus, despite uncertainties and limitations, bimolecular modeling and simulation are becoming a full partner with experiment, as recently surveyed. 17 However, elucidating atomically detailed conformational changes taking place during the binding of substrates at increasing length and time scales as well as the corresponding underlying energy landscape remains a considerable challenge. 21, 22 We have applied standard and enhanced sampling molecular dynamics simulations, as well as advanced trajectory analysis techniques to describe aspects of DNA polymerase mechanisms. The studies have elucidated common dynamical characteristics of DNA polymerases, which are important for understanding polymerase function. In this chapter, we focus on presenting mechanistic insights gained from simulations of X-family DNA polymerases from our group rather than methodological details, which can be found in the individual papers. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] We begin by summarizing the knowledge of DNA polymerase structure and function available from experiment. We then briefly discuss polymerase simulation and trajectory analysis methods. We follow with a description of the key results from simulations of pol b, pol l, pol X, and pol m complexes containing correct or incorrect incoming nucleotides, which provide fresh insights into how the structural reorganization of polymerase complexes may relate to function and fidelity. We then present the main findings from correlated motions and principal component analysis (PCA) of our simulations: Correlated motions analysis reveals important differences between the behavior of dynamic networks within correct and incorrect nucleotide systems and suggest a key role of the dNTP in adjusting the motions of various substrate complexes. Furthermore, PCA of dynamics trajectories indicates that the dominant collective motions that occur during incoming nucleotide-dependent conformational transitions, and captured in simulations, are described by largest eigenvector-eigenvalue pairs and are motions intrinsic to the polymerase structure. Finally, we relate these intrinsic motions with our observation that the incoming nucleotide affects both active-site organization and dynamic networks: we propose a hybrid substrate binding mechanism for polymerases that incorporates features of both the induced-fit 32 and conformational selection 33, 34 models for substrate binding. We conclude by proposing several possible ways this emerging view of DNA polymerase dynamics can be exploited in the structure-based drug design for the treatment of diseases resulting from DNA polymerase errors.
DNA Polymerase Structure and Function
As shown in Figure 4 .1, all DNA polymerases are shaped like a hand; however, despite this homology, the motions of polymerases can vary significantly. Indeed, many higher fidelity polymerases including T7 DNA pol, 35 the large fragment of Thermus aquaticus DNA pol I (Klentaq1), 36 Bacillus stearothermophilus DNA pol I fragment (BF), 37 and the Klenow Fragment (KF) of Escherichia coli pol I 38 exhibit large-scale rearrangements of the fingers subdomain. Moderate-fidelity pol b and low-fidelity pol X also have large-scale protein rearrangements. Yet several lower-fidelity polymerases like pol l, 24, 39, 40 pol m, 30 terminal deoxynucleotidyltransferase, 41 and Y-family polymerases such as Dpo4 42 bind dNTP without large-scale conformational transitions. Intriguingly, the magnitude of DNA motion can also differ significantly among polymerase complexes. Lower fidelity pol l utilizes large DNA shifting, 24, 40 and Dpo4 exhibits DNA sliding. 43 In this chapter, we focus on the X family of DNA polymerases for which there are abundant experimental data. 9, [44] [45] [46] Representative motions of pol b, pol X, and pol l are shown in Figure 4 .2.
Extensive kinetic, structural, and computational evidence [47] [48] [49] suggests that DNA polymerases follow a common catalytic mechanism (Figure 4.3) . First, the polymerase binds DNA that will be extended. Second, a conformational change occurs that is associated with dNTP binding and transitions the complex from an inactive to active state. Third, a chemical reaction occurs, which requires two divalent ions, a catalytic and nucleotide-binding ion. This reaction is typically associative, i.e., the new O-P bond begins to form before the P-O bond to the leaving group completely breaks, producing a phosphorane transition state, 50 and has been investigated quantum mechanically in many polymerase systems. 48, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Fourth, following chemistry, the pyrophosphate moiety is released and the enzyme returns to its initial substrate-free conformation.
To determine how conformational changes within the polymerase complexes relate to function and fidelity we analyze the motions of pol b, pol l, pol X, and pol m complexes containing correct or incorrect incoming nucleotides. Results of this analysis are discussed in the following sections. 
Methods
Atomic models of polymerases were prepared from either high-resolution crystal structures or NMR structures deposited in RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB).
Molecular Dynamics
The standard molecular dynamics (MD) protocols we use for simulations of pol b, pol X, pol l, and pol m analyzed in this work are fully described in our ) and closed (PDB entry 1BPY) X-ray crystal data. Pol b is depicted using X-ray crystal data for the protein/DNA binary complex (PDB entry 1XSL) and protein/DNA/dTTP ternary complex (PDB entry 1XSN). Pol X coordinates are taken from the initial and final snapshots of the pol X/C:G trajectory. The pol m form is derived from X-ray crystal data for the before chemistry ternary complex (PDB entry 2IHM); missing loops are modeled. prior published works. 23, 24, [29] [30] [31] 66 Essentially, all simulations are performed at 300 K with the CHARMM force field. 67 For pol b and pol X, the CHARMM program 68 is used with the Langevin multiple time-step LN integrator; 69 we use an inner time step Dt ¼ 1 fs for updating local bonded interactions, a medium time step Dt m ¼ 2 fs for updating non-bonded interactions within 7 Å , and an outer timestep Dt ¼ 150 fs for calculating the remaining terms. For pol l and pol m, simulations are performed using the NAMD program 70 with a 2 fs time step; full electrostatics are computed using the PME method. 71 All simulations utilize the SHAKE algorithm to constrain bonds involving hydrogen atoms.
Principal Component Analysis
To identify the most significant fluctuation modes of pol b, pol X, and the I492A pol l mutant, dynamics trajectories of correct dNTP systems are analyzed using PCA. 72 PCA describes the overall dynamics of systems with a few collective, ''essential'' degrees of freedom in which anharmonic motion takes place. Many subdomain motions have been examined by PCA. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] In brief, the positional covariance matrix, C, is constructed from equilibrated MD trajectories after removing the rotational and translational motions of systems by alignment to the initial protein configuration by means of a least-square-fit procedure using all protein heavy atoms. For M snapshots of N atoms, C is a 3N Â 3N covariance matrix:
where r i and r j are position vectors of two atoms i and j in the fitted structure and the angular brackets hr i i ð Þ represent averages over the trajectories. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, V, together with their corresponding eigenvalues, l, are obtained by diagonalizing the covariance matrix C, i.e., V T CV ¼^; or CV n ¼ l n V n ; n ¼ 1; 2; : : : 3N;
where^is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues l i .^¼ diag l 1 ; l 2 ; . . . l 3N ð Þ . Each eigenvector V n defines the direction of motion of N atoms as an oscillation about the average structure hXi. The normalized magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalue is a measure of the amplitudes of motion along the eigenvector V n as calculated by l i = P i l i . When eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order, the first few describe the largest positional fluctuations.
Note that although principal component analysis is not reliable for predicting long-time dynamics of proteins 78 due to sampling errors, it is reasonable when large-scale motions are captured during the simulation length. 78 In our straightforward simulations of pol b, pol l, and pol X, transitions between functionally important states were captured and thus PCA can be informative.
Correlated Motion Analysis
The extent of correlated motions (positive or negative) for two molecular components can be quantified by calculating the covariance between the two units (e.g., atoms, residues, and subdomains). 79 To investigate correlated motions among the DNA polymerase, DNA, and the incoming nucleotide as well as compare correlated motions among DNA polymerases, we calculated the normalized covariance, C ij , for the displacement of all C a or heavy atom pairs, i and j, as given by:
where Dr i is the displacement from the mean position of the i t& atom determined from all configurations in the trajectory segment being analyzed. C ij is normalized to be between À1 and 1. For ''in phase'' motions (i.e., when two atoms are moving in the same directions), C ij ¼ 1, and, for completely anticorrelated motions (i.e., when two atoms are moving in opposite directions),
Covariance analysis is performed on 10-40 ns MD trajectories of pol b, pol l, pol X, and pol m bound to both correct and incorrect nucleotides. [23] [24] [25] 27, 30, 31, 66, 70 Pol b simulations are initiated from an intermediate conformation between the open and closed crystal forms whereas pol X simulations are initiated from a fully open conformation. For pol l and pol m, simulations are started from comparatively closed conformations found in their X-ray crystal structures with the correct dNTP bound. 40, 80 We also analyzed simulations of the I492A pol l mutant bound to the correct incoming nucleotide, 24 which began from the X-ray crystal structure of the wild-type polymerase conformation before dNTP binding 40 that also resembles the closed forms of pol b and pol X; this simulation captures a large rotation in the thumb loop containing b-strand 8 and a shift in the DNA to the active position as suggested for wild-type pol l from X-ray crystal data. 40 For these covariance analyses, rotations and translations of the proteins occurring during the trajectories are removed by alignment to the initial protein configuration using a least-square-fit procedure for all protein heavy atoms. . Yet, collectively, our analyses suggest underlying mechanical similarities in their use of analogous palm residues as gate-keepers for key rearrangements. These residues are Arg258 for pol b, Ile492 for pol l, and Phe102 for pol X. Specifically, our enhanced sampling simulations of pol b by transition path sampling (TPS) have suggested that rotation of Arg258 in the palm is ratelimiting in the conformational closing pathway. 22 X-ray crystal structures initially suggested that the movement of Arg258 has an important role in active-site assembly because Arg258 forms a salt bridge to Asp192 in the open form, which keeps the aspartate away from the metal ion binding area, and a rotation in Arg258 releases the aspartate so that it can coordinate the ions in the closed form. 12 Additional evidence for the gate-keeping role of Arg258 in pol b's large-scale thumb conformational change comes from TPS simulations of the R258A mutant that suggest that thumb closing occurs more quickly in 48 This thumb/residue relationship is further supported by stopped-flow fluorescence experiments, which demonstrated an increased rate of opening following the chemical reaction in the R258A mutant.
Results and Discussions
14 Pol l's Arg258 analogue, Ile492, cannot form the same type of interactions as Arg258 in pol b due to its neutral charge. However, the I492A mutant displays increased thumb loop motion compared to wild-type pol l and shifts the DNA toward the active DNA position. 24 This suggests that Ile492 may control a similar gate for pol l's conformational transitions. In pol X, the motion of the analogous residue, Phe102, may similarly be related to large-scale thumb motion together with fluctuations in several adjacent thumb residues (i.e., His115, Phe116, and Val120). 25 These motions of analogous active-site residues in different polymerases with varying fidelities are significant because they indicate how pico-to nano-second protein side-chain fluctuations can affect the large-scale subdomain motions. Mutations in these side chains can alter the amplitude of the subdomain motion 81 and hence function of the enzyme.
Efficiency of Incorrect Nucleotide Insertion Suggested by Comparison to Correct Systems
The wealth of kinetics and error rate data for both high and low fidelity DNA polymerases show that these enzymes vary widely in their ability to discriminate against incorrect nucleotides. X-ray crystal structures for select DNA polymerases from the A, X, and Y-families bound to non-lesioned DNA and mismatches have resolved some important questions raised by these biochemical data. These include identifying pol i's unusual active-site stabilization of T/U:G that facilitates its insertion, 82, 83 and revealing how sensitive pol b/DNA interactions and conformational states are to the location of the mismatch within the DNA sequence and to the incorporation state of the mismatch. [84] [85] [86] Complementary computational studies of pol b mismatch insertion by several groups have also provided insights into conformational transitions before chemistry, 27,87 chemical reaction pathways, 56, 61, 65 transition states, [88] [89] [90] and the potential for mismatch extension. 91 Our simulations of incorrect dNTP complexes of pol b, pol X, pol m, and pol l suggest specific dynamics features of mismatch distortions that can predict how easily an incorrect dNTP would be inserted. Namely, three major areas of motion appear useful for characterizing mismatch system distortions (see Figure 4 .4): altered large-scale motions of protein subdomains or DNA; unusual local active-site motions in protein side chains and DNA base pairs; and rearrangements involving the reactive atoms of the primer terminus, incoming nucleotide, and metal ions and their ligands. Mismatches that are poorly inserted are associated with thumb opening motion or DNA shifting toward an inactive position as well as disordered active sites. Mismatches that are inserted more easily have polymerase/DNA/dNTP complex geometries similar to correct base pair systems. For example, pol X's binding of G:G (syn), which resembles WC base pairs, triggers thumb closing motion like the four WC pairs; this mispair geometry preference has since been validated by solution structures capturing pol X bound to G:G(syn). 92 Likewise, the pol b/G:T complex exhibits thumb closing and the pol l/A:C complex has less DNA motion toward the inactive position. Conversely, mismatches that are weakly inserted appear to change the basic closing dynamics, reverting instead to thumb opening (e.g., pol b/G:G and pol X/C:C complexes) or significant DNA motions toward an inactive position (e.g., pol l/A:A complex); these protein and DNA motions distort specific protein side chain/DNA interactions in critical ways.
For example, in pol b/G:G, Phe272 and Arg258 do not transition to their active or closed complex positions and, in pol X/C:C, greater variability in the side chains of Val120 and Glu44 occurs than in correct base pair systems. that are relatively easily inserted by these polymerases (e.g., G:T, G:G (syn), and A:C for pol b, pol X, and pol l, respectively) are compared to mismatches that more difficultly inserted (e.g., G:G, C:C, and A:A for pol b, pol X, and pol l, respectively). PT, primer terminus.
In pol l/A:A, rearrangements in Tyr505, Phe506, Arg514, and Arg517 occur that alter interactions with the DNA and lead to additional distortions such as pairing between the templating base and the primer terminus, and a rotation in the dATP that considerably lengthens the O3 0 -P a distance. Mismatches in pol b and pol X that are inserted with greater difficultly also have longer O3
0 -P a distances as well as less direct interactions between the Mg 21 ions and both the primer terminus' O3 0 and the catalytic aspartates due to the presence of additional water molecules in the active site. The disordered nature of mismatch complexes may also explain why certain DNA polymerase mismatch complexes are less amenable to crystallization.
Aside from these motions, pol l mismatch studies reveal the relatively poorer electrostatic interactions that incorrect incoming nucleotides have with the polymerase active-site pocket as compared to the correct nucleotide. 31 This feature could aid discrimination of incorrect nucleotides by triggering some of the rearrangements described above that promote nucleotide release. In pol l, the 2-amino group of incorrect dGTPs has especially poor active-site energetic interactions and these may cause the large dGTP motions in the T:G and A(syn):G simulations. 31 Interestingly, changes in the insertion tendencies of purine dNTPs have been experimentally observed following the addition or removal of functional groups like the 2-amino group for several different DNA polymerases. [93] [94] [95] This suggests that DNA polymerase fidelity may be based, at least in part, on the formation of unfavorable energetic interactions of the substrate with the polymerase. These interactions assist in discriminating between incoming nucleotides based on nucleotide functional groups residing in non-WC positions within the active site. Incorrectly bound nucleotides require rearrangements within the protein/DNA/dNTP complex to improve interactions and may also result in active-site disorder and a reduced efficiency of incorporation.
Together, these mismatch data suggest that DNA polymerase systems utilize variations in motions, structures and energetics to discriminate between correct and incorrect dNTPs. Thus, natural variations in the structure and sequences of polymerases contribute to differences in nucleotide discrimination.
PCA Reinforces the Functional Importance of Thumb and DNA Motions
Our PCA of pol b, pol X, and the I492A pol l mutant simulations, which capture the characteristic thumb and/or DNA motions of each polymerase when bound to the correct dNTP, reveals the dominant motion in these systems: the largest ten principal components contribute respectively 79.6%, 84.5%, and 74.3% to the amplitude of fluctuations defined by the covariance matrices. Projection of each MD trajectory along the largest eigenvalueeigenvector pair captures large subdomain and DNA motions in these systems, suggesting that these motions are functionally relevant ( of several DNA polymerase crystal structures 96 also supports the functional relevance of these large-scale motions. Pol l's thumb loop motion, in particular, has also been found to be functionally important through experimental deletion studies. 
Coupled Motions Create Synchronized Dynamic Networks with Correct dNTPs
Underlying similarities in the dynamics of pol b, pol X, pol l, and pol m when bound to the correct dNTP are summarized in Table 4 .1. For example, within pol b's correct G:C system, a network within the palm exists that joins different regions of the subdomain with the active site. This palm network includes: a conserved X-family loop joining two b-strands and containing two of the three catalytic aspartates; 98 a region adjacent to this loop containing the third catalytic aspartate (Asp256) and nearby gate-keeping residue Arg258; a segment of the palm near the junction with the fingers that includes Arg149, which binds to the dNTP's triphosphate moiety; and loop II, which is more distant from the active site (see highlighted regions in Correct dNTP systems of pol X, pol l, and pol m show similar areas of correlated motions, but these coupled motions are less extensive than in pol b (see Table 4 substrates. 97 In these correct pol X/C:G, pol l and I492A pol l/A:T, and pol m/A:T complexes, correlated motions within the palm involve the conserved palm loop containing two catalytic aspartates and areas analogous to pol b's Arg149 region (i.e., pol X's N-terminus, pol l's Arg386 region, and pol m's Pro289 region); see A regions in Figures 4.6-4 .8. In pol l and pol m, palm correlated motions involve loop II as in pol b; pol l also has correlations with its third catalytic aspartate (Asp490) like pol b. Between the palm and thumb, correlated motions in these polymerases include the conserved aspartate loop with the thumb a-helices analogous to pol b's a-helices M and N; see B' regions in Figures 4.6-4 .8. In pol X and pol l, coupled motions between the palm and thumb also involve the C-terminus whereas, in pol m, coupled motions also involve the Pro289 region. The I492A pol l mutant differs from wild-type pol l in that additional correlated motions occur among the Arg386 palm region, the thumb including a-helices M and N, and Several of these correlated motion regions have been shown experimentally to affect pol b's function and fidelity. For instance, altering the length of loop II, but not its composition, decreases pol b's fidelity. 99, 100 In pol b, Phe272 in a-helix M has also been shown to play a role in fidelity. 101 In addition to changing rates of pol b's opening motion, 14 mutation of Arg258 to alanine can lead to a reduced dNTP binding affinity. 2 Similarly, mutation of nearby Ile260 affects function and can lead to greater misinsertion rates due to higher dNTP binding affinities. 102, 103 Mutants of Ile174, which is part of the b-strand attached to the conserved aspartate palm loop, also have higher error rates that are hypothesized to result from changes in protein dynamics. 45 Indeed, all these mutations may disrupt dynamic coupling with the active site that is important for function and fidelity. Based on these connections between pol b residues participating in coupled motions and function/fidelity, we hypothesize that similar relationships may occur in the other X-family polymerases. For example, the shorter length of loop II in pol l may contribute to its having a higher deletion error rate than pol b since changes to the length of loop II in pol b altered its rate of frameshift mutations. 99 It is also likely that mutations within the conserved aspartate loop, aside from the catalytic aspartates, impair the function and/or fidelity of all these polymerases. Similarly, mutations to the C-terminus of pol X and pol l may alter the behavior of these polymerases.
From our comparison of correlated motions, differences also emerge in protein/DNA correlated motions of all the X-family polymerases. For example, the I492A pol l mutant has more thumb/DNA correlated motions than palm/ DNA motions; pol X has the opposite; pol b has about the same between the palm or thumb and DNA; and pol m has greater DNA correlated motions with the thumb than palm. Subtle differences in DNA binding may thus be important for DNA stabilization within the active position. The palm and thumb may better share interactions in pol b, while pol X may depend on its palm and pol l and pol m rely on their thumbs to secure the DNA. Pol b's combined palm and thumb interactions with the DNA may hamper large-scale DNA motions. Pol b, I492A pol l, and pol m show similar correlated motions between the DNA and the 8-kDa domain, which agrees with the similar DNA binding role proposed for the 8-kDa domain in these enzymes.
Dynamic Networks are Perturbed within Incorrect dNTP Complexes
Our comparison of X-family DNA polymerase handling of correct and incorrect dNTPs uncovers trends in the dynamics of DNA polymerase mismatch complexes that may suggest how easily an incorrect dNTP is inserted by a polymerase (see Figure 4 .4). Generally, the more closely the thumb, DNA, and active-site conformational changes resemble correct dNTP systems, the more likely the incorrect nucleotide will be inserted. Our covariance analysis of these systems reveals further differences between the dynamics of correct and incorrect dNTP complexes. Pol b bound to the G:G mismatch shows far fewer correlated motions (Figure 4.5[c] ). In pol X and pol l incorrect dNTP complexes, correlated motions also differ from correct dNTP systems (Figures 4.6 and 4.8). In particular, all mismatch complexes show fewer correlated motions between the protein and dNTP. Significantly, the extent of the changes in correlated motion corresponds to the enzyme's efficiency in handling the incorrect dNTP. That is, pol X/G:G(syn) and pol l/A:C complexes show greater similarity to correct dNTP complexes than pol X/C:C and pol l/A:A complexes. In pol X, some correlated motions not involving the dNTP are upregulated in mismatch complexes unlike in pol b and pol l where they are generally reduced.
Potential Roles of Coupled Motions in DNA Polymerase Complexes
The similarities in correlated motions within pol b, pol X, pol l, and pol m despite their different large-scale protein subdomain and DNA motions can likely be explained in part by conserved X-family structural elements. For example, the palm loop joining two b-strands with two catalytic aspartates, in particular, is common to wider-range of nucleotidyl transferases in the X family. 98 The highly efficient propagation of signals within proteins by aspartate residues that bind metal ions 104 agrees with the high degree of correlated motions involving the conserved aspartate loop in these polymerases. We suggest that these coupled motions not only are important for ligand binding, but also play a role in activesite preorganization, and likely affect fidelity. Studies of high-fidelity BF suggest that coupled motions promote enzyme catalysis by driving fluctuations in the distance between the reactive O3 0 and P a atoms. 105 Though the direct role of large-scale enzyme motions in catalysis is an area of debate, 106 with arguments both in favor 107, 108 and against it, 109 in DNA polymerases where conformational changes are rate-limiting, a direct relationship to catalysis can be envisioned. However, chemistry rather than conformational changes is hypothesized to be rate-limiting in some DNA polymerases; for many DNA polymerases, the ratelimiting step has not yet been determined.
Hybrid Conformational Selection/Induced-fit Mechanism
May Better Account for Intrinsic Polymerase Motions DNA polymerase ligand interactions have been described most frequently by Koshland's induced-fit concept. 32 As illustrated in Figure 4 .9, this model purports that correct substrate binding triggers one conformational change whereas incorrect substrate binding triggers a different conformational change that may be less compatible with catalysis. Conformational selection is an alternative model that provides wider scope for the intrinsic dynamics of biomolecules in ligand recognition/binding events; 33, 34, 110, 111 it has been applied to various systems. [112] [113] [114] [115] In this dynamical view (Figure 4 .9), the apo (i.e., unliganded) protein traverses through an ensemble of pre-existing conformations on an evolutionarily determined energy landscape, which includes conformations structurally similar to the ligand-bound form. The ligand then selects the favored conformation for binding from this ensemble, causing a population-shift in the ensemble toward the ligand-bound form.
Our correlated motion analysis provides further support for conformational selection playing a role in dNTP binding events since it emphasizes that functionally important motions are encoded by the structures of these X-family polymerases. Our PCA work also underscores the importance of intrinsic largescale thumb and DNA motions of polymerase/DNA/dNTP complexes in the assembly of the active site before chemistry. When incorrect nucleotides are bound by the polymerase, intrinsic large-scale and correlated motions are hampered, preventing the proper assembly of the active site for catalysis. As the Protein conformations are indicated by colored curves and ligands are closed green shapes. In induced fit, correct substrate binding triggers a protein conformational change while incorrect substrate binding triggers a different conformational change. Poor fit and interactions of the incorrect substrate require the protein to form a more accommodating conformation. In conformational selection, the correct substrate selectively binds to one conformation from an ensemble of conformations, and shifts the ensemble toward this form. Incorrect substrates selectively bind to a different conformation. In a hybrid conformational selection/induced-fit model, the correct substrate selectively binds to a protein conformation close to the final protein/substrate conformation. The binding of the correct substrate induces the transition to the final conformation. For incorrect substrates, binding selectively occurs to a different conformation and triggers rearrangements that produce a different conformation from that of correct substrate complexes because of poorer interactions between the binding partners. Note, ensembles do not include all possible conformations for simplicity.
likelihood of incorrect nucleotide insertion increases, the motions and activesite assembly more closely resemble the correct case (e.g., G:G (syn) by pol X and A:C by pol l). Pol l, which handles both aligned and misaligned DNA substrates almost equally well, has nearly identical correlated motions and active-site assemblies.
These intrinsic motions, combined with the dNTP's ability to ''fine-tune'' these motions and affect active-site assemblies, support the use of a hybrid conformational selection/induced-fit model for DNA polymerase/substrate binding (Figure 4.9) to reconcile the cumulative data. In this model, intrinsic motions of the polymerase/DNA complex such as pol b's and pol X's open-toclosed thumb motion, pol l's thumb loop and large-scale DNA shifts, and some correlated motions would exist prior to dNTP binding. From this ensemble of possible polymerase/DNA conformations, the correct dNTP selectively binds to a near closed or other active conformation (e.g., pol l bound to DNA in the active position) that causes a population shift within the ensemble toward this form. The bound dNTP then induces small adjustments in protein side chain (e.g., catalytic aspartate and other active-site residues), nucleotide (e.g., closer positioning of O3 0 and P a atoms), and ion positions within the active site as well as stronger correlated motions within the complex, connecting the movement within the active site to the rest of the polymerase/ DNA complex. These changes together result in a closed or active complex ready for catalysis.
Incorrect dNTPs that are relatively efficiently handled by the polymerase (e.g., G:G [syn] by pol X and A:C by pol l) would also selectively bind to a near-closed or active conformation; however, the suboptimal fit of an incorrect dNTP within the active site would induce active-site changes that differ from correct dNTP binding. For example, the pol l /A:C active site has an additional water molecule and catalytic aspartate residues in different orientations from correct dNTP systems. 31 For incorrect dNTPs that are relatively poorly inserted by a polymerase (e.g., G:G by pol b, C:C by pol X, and A:A by pol l), dNTP binding may occur to a variable state that better accommodates its poor interactions and fit within the active site. The resulting incomplete organization of the active site and fewer coupled motions between the active site and the rest of the complex would reduce the efficiency for inserting an incorrect dNTP (see disordered active sites in Figure 4.4) .
Although our present findings only suggest intrinsic correlated motions within DNA polymerase complexes, the applicability of a hybrid mechanism as described here could be probed through enhanced sampling simulations to provide evidence of minor populations of closed conformations without a dNTP bound or open conformations with the dNTP bound. 112 An induced-fit component to this mechanism would be apparent if active sites only fully assemble in the presence of the correct dNTP. Calculation of the relative free energies of complexes with and without the dNTP in both active and inactive forms would also suggest the relative population of each conformation within ensembles occurring before and after dNTP binding. Similar hybrid mechanisms have been applied to other biomolecules. [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] 10 An important class of existing anticancer agents, including azacitidine, gemcitabine, fludarabine, cladribine, and cytarabine, are analogues of correct DNA bases. Interestingly, some of the effectiveness of drugs like azacitidine may lie in their ability to also change DNA methylation patterns through inhibition of DNA methylating enzymes; thus reversing epigenetic changes made by cancers to promote their growth. 122 The effectiveness of such agents in treating cancers is limited by their nonspecific modifications to DNA. The work by Goodman and coworkers focusing on pol b's interactions with nonhydrolyzable dNTPs opens new directions for the development of novel polymerase-specific inhibitors with increased deliverability. 9, 123 The inclusion of DNA polymerasespecific dynamics may help design more selective anticancer agents.
DNA polymerases can also be roadblocks to effective cancer therapy 6, 124 since they can quickly repair the DNA of cancer cells damaged by chemotherapy and radiation. Because the survival of even a few cancer cells after therapy can lead to a recurrence of the cancer, inhibiting certain polymerases temporarily might be an important step in achieving better long-term results. 125 For example, it has been found that inhibiting pol b can be beneficial when treating colon cancer with the DNA alkylating drug temozolomide. 126 It has recently been demonstrated in adenylate kinase that dynamics fluctuations can be selectively modified without altering enzyme structure to modulate the binding affinity of small molecules. 127 Thus, the differences in the dynamics of pol b, pol l, and pol X as revealed by our correlated motions analysis could be used to selectively target specific polymerases to modulate function. For example, in pol X, decoupling protein interactions from the upstream template and downstream primer may hamper thumb closing as was observed in the C:C mismatch system. This approach could be used to treat African Swine Fever Virus infections by inhibiting the virus' ability to repair its DNA. Similarly, in pol l, deletion errors could be decreased by increasing DNA coupling to the palm to provide extra stabilization for aligned DNA as in pol b. In contrast, it might be useful to increase the deletion error frequency of an enzyme such as pol b, which has been associated with trinucleotide-repeat disorders like Huntington's disease and fragile X syndrome. 128 Our studies 66 suggest that increasing favorable electrostatic interactions between pol b's thumb and misaligned DNA, possibly through stronger dynamical coupling between the thumb and DNA, may result in more frequent deletion errors. Because of the widespread involvement of defective DNA repair in human diseases, the potential applications of a better understanding of DNA polymerase activity are numerous.
Conclusion
DNA polymerases are critical components of living cells because of their essential roles in replicating and repairing DNA. Their many evolutionary conserved characteristics from viruses to humans underscores this point. As we decipher the subtle details of how they perform essential tasks like replication and repair, striking similarities in system dynamics can help us understand significant common elements in polymerase mechanisms. In this work, we have examined the motions of various X-family DNA polymerase complexes to better understand their role in function and fidelity. We demonstrated the existence of certain characteristic motions that recur within various dNTP contexts. Specifically, correlated protein and dNTP motions occur within correct dNTP complexes and are altered within incorrect dNTP complexes. The incorrect dNTP complexes suggest that their different characteristic correlated motions depend on the dNTP. When we consider the differences in polymerase subdomains and the variation in functionally important subdomain and DNA motions among these enzymes, the degree of homology in their correlated motions is notable. We propose that these correlated motions derive in part from shared structural motifs common to X-family polymerases. From the effects of known experimental pol b mutations, we suggest that mutations within correlated motion regions have the potential to affect polymerase function and fidelity. Similar intrinsic motions may also occur in other DNA polymerases. Such intrinsic polymerase motions suggest a broader view to interpret DNA polymerase mechanisms, namely a hybrid conformational selection/induced-fit model for DNA polymerases that better reflects both the intrinsic motions of polymerases and the highly specific nature of polymerase/ligand interactions. This proposed broader view may open new avenues for structure-based drug 
